Abstract. Recurrent ovarian cancer following chemotherapy is usually incurable, particularly when the tumor acquires a drug resistance. The present study aimed to define the effect of irradiation on locoregional recurrences and the impact of the factors on the efficacy. The study retrospectively reviewed the clinical records of 61 patients with epithelial ovarian cancer who received irradiation following repeated chemotherapy between 1997 and 2006. A positive-irradiation response was designated as complete response, partial response, minor response or no change (NC). Due to the possible synergistic effect of chemotherapy and irradiation, and the cross-resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs and radiation, the focus was on the treatment break between chemotherapy and radiation, and patients were classified into 3 categories: Category I, ≤1 month; II, 1-6 months; and III, >6 months. The effect of irradiation was analyzed in association with histology, treatment break, recurrent site, irradiation dose and chemosensitivity. The post-irradiation survival time was analyzed by the irradiation response and treatment category. The median biological-effective dose was 60.0 Gy (range, 15.6-72.0 Gy). The sites irradiated included nodal recurrence (36), abdominal (six) and pelvic cavity (five cases). Histologically, serous adenocarcinoma was the most common type of the disease (23 cases) compared to mucinous (four), endometrioid (three), and clear-cell types (six cases). The median survival times were 4.5 months in the radiation responders (13 cases) and 15.3 months in the non-responders (37) (P=0.004). The positive-irradiation response was significantly associated with the treatment break (P=0.026) and chemosensitivity (P=0.007). In conclusion, irradiation for recurrent ovarian cancer produced an improved survival benefit when applied to chemoresponsive, locoregional-recurrent tumors immediately following chemotherapy.
Introduction
There is no curative therapy for persistent or recurrent disease in ovarian carcinoma, despite the development of novel chemotherapeutic drugs. Frequently, second-or third-line therapies cannot be performed completely due to the accumulated toxicities, emergence of drug resistance and the terminal declines in performance status.
Radiation therapy has been previously challenged in the treatment of epithelial ovarian tumors. Curative irradiation strategies, including whole abdominal techniques for selected patients with microscopic disease following debulking surgery, have been reported (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Effective palliative irradiation following chemotherapy failure has also been reported, even in the absence of a substantial survival advantage (6) (7) (8) . However, this treatment became almost obsolete due to the remarkable progression of up-scaled platinum-containing systemic chemotherapies and little or no guideline-based recommendations for the use of irradiation for disseminated tumors. However, more recently, revival of the irradiation has been argued and reported in non-serous ovarian subtypes or locoregionally-recurrent ovarian cancer (9) (10) (11) .
As the chemotherapeutic drugs used in ovarian cancer and radiation are the same DNA-damaging agent, it is natural that the intrinsic drug-resistant cells could be resistant to radiation. In vitro studies have also suggested the cross-resistance between the platinum agents and irradiation through the overexpression of the ras gene (12, 13) . By contrast, the radiosensitization effect of the chemotherapeutic drug could be expected when radiation is used concurrently or sequentially similar to the case of cervical cancer (14, 15) .
The present study reviews the experience of irradiation in patients with recurrent ovarian cancer, who have been repeatedly treated with platinum-based chemotherapy in the Jikei University School of Medicine (Tokyo, Japan). The radiation-effect availability was questioned and the factors impacting the efficacy were examined.
Patients and methods
Patients. The study is a retrospective analysis of 71 patients evaluated for the relapse of epithelial ovarian cancer between 1997 and 2006. The patients were referred to the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology by one of the Treatment-interval associated effect of irradiation on locoregionally-relapsed ovarian cancer four affiliated hospitals of the Jikei University School of Medicine when recurrent-focal lesions developed following second-or third-line treatment. The initial management included exploratory laparotomy, hysterectomy, salpingo-oophorectomy and mostly platinum-containing chemotherapy regimens. Nodal dissection was not routine. Eligibility was identified by a stepwise process. Metastatic tumors, other than ovarian cancer, and tumors of non-epithelial histology or borderline tumors were excluded. The patients were selected to receive irradiation on a case-by-case basis following a discussion among gynecological and radiological oncologists. The factors that were considered in deciding whether to offer irradiation included the ability to encompass the locoregional disease by the irradiation field, performance status, no ascites and limitations of the other treatment options.
Irradiation was largely abandoned in the group of hospitals after 2004, following the announcement of the consensus statements on the management of ovarian cancer in the 3rd International Gynecologic Cancer Intergroup Ovarian Cancer Consensus Conference (16) and when it was recognized that the combination of platinum and taxane was a highly-active systemic agent. Due to its current infrequent use, the clinical information was acquired from medical records over a decade ago, and certain data were missing due to the paucity of each record. In the study, the focus was on the association between the irradiation efficacy and chemotherapy response, and the treatment break following the completion of chemotherapy up to the initiation of radiation therapy. Therefore, 10 out of 71 patients with brain metastasis were excluded as the blood-brain barrier disabled the evaluation of the chemotherapeutic effect. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board in Jikei University School of Medicine and conformed to the policies and practices for human subject research.
Chemotherapy. The clinical response to the initial chemotherapy was assessed in 55 patients with a measurable disease based on the classical WHO criteria (17) . A complete response (CR) was defined as the disappearance of all the clinical evidence of the malignant disease, and a partial or minor response (PR or MR) was a >50 or 25% decrease in the size of the clinically measurable disease, respectively. In the study, a positive response was designated as CR, PR or NC.
Irradiation. For the prognostic-significance test of the radiation dose, the dose fractionation schemes were converted to a biologically-effective dose (BED) using the following formula: BED = total dose [1 + fractional dose/(α/β)], α/β = 10 Gy.
The patients were followed up jointly by gynecological and radiation oncologists. The response data were extracted from all the records of these two oncological disciplines. Due to the paucity of data, the exact response rate was not calculated in the present retrospective study. The responders were designated as the patients who showed ≥ no change (NC) of documented recurrent tumor determined by computerized axial tomography, magnetic resonance imaging or ultrasonography approximately within 1 month after completion of irradiation. As the radiation effect was often apparent 3-6 months after (18), the response criteria in the study included the cases of NC. The toxicity by irradiation was not assessed since the detailed clinical records were not available.
Chemotherapy-irradiation break. Theoretically, chemotherapy and radiotherapy could have a synergistic effect and the chemotherapy may function as a radiosensitizer, similarly to the case of concurrent chemotherapy in cervical cancer (14) . By contrast, the cancer cells surviving the previous platinum-containing chemotherapy could acquire and maintain the platinum resistance within 6 months after chemotherapy according to the Gynecologic Oncology Group (GOG) criteria and the platinum resistance may be cross-resistant to ionizing radiation as well. On the bases of this cellular biology, the patients were categorized into three groups by the treatment breaks prior to the initiation of irradiation: Category I, ≤1 month; II, 1-6 months; and III, >6 months.
Data were collected for age, histological type, recurrent site, prior chemotherapeutic treatments, total dose, BED, the treatment break between the last chemotherapy and irradiation, response to irradiation as well as previous chemotherapy and post-irradiation survival time.
Statistical analysis. The overall survival time was measured from the date of the initiation of irradiation. The duration of the survival time was measured up to the date of mortality or the date of the last contact if the patient remained. A total of 46 eligible cases were included in the survival-time analysis unless otherwise specified. All the causes of mortality were used to calculate the survival time, and the estimates of the cumulative proportion surviving were based on Kaplan-Meier procedures (19) . For the post-irradiation survival time, the Cox proportional-hazards regression model was used to estimate the treatment relative hazards (20) . Pearson's χ 2 test was used to test the independence of the response and treatment (21) . Data were analyzed using Stata software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA). The primary outcome was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference when P<0.05.
Results
The demographics and disease characteristics of the patients are summarized in Table I . The total number of each factor was not exactly 61 due to certain data being missing. Prior to irradiation, the patients received a median of 12 chemotherapy courses (range, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , and the majority were composed of the platinum-taxane combination. The median BED was 60.0 Gy (range, 15.6-72.0 Gy). The sites irradiated included nodal recurrence (36 cases), abdominal (six cases), and pelvic cavity (five cases). The majority of patients did not complain of tumor-associated symptoms, however, the most common symptoms of pain and vaginal bleeding were caused by disease in the abdominal (six cases) or pelvic cavity (five cases). Histologically, serous adenocarcinoma was the most common type of the disease (23 cases, 38%) compared to mucinous (four cases, 7%), endometrioid (three cases, 5%), and clear-cell types (six cases, 10%). Figs. 1-3 show the post-irradiation survival curves for all the eligible females by the category, radiation response and drug sensitivity. The median duration of follow-up for females who remained at the last contact point was 16 months (range, 1-82 months). There was no statistically significant difference among the treatment categories (Fig. 1) . However, the patients whose disease responded to the radiation therapy had a higher post-irradiation survival rate than patients with radiation-non-responded disease. The median survival time in the responded group was 16 months, and in the non-responded group it was 2 months [hazard ratio (HR), 0.39; P= 0.013; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.19-0.82] (Fig. 2) . Similarly, patients whose disease responded to the initial chemotherapy had a higher survival rate than patients without a response. The median survival time in the chemo-responded group was 17 months, and in the non-responded group it was 4 months (HR, 0.23; P= 0.001; 95% CI, 0.10-0.54) (Fig. 3) .
Post-irradiation survival time.
Clinicopathological variables. Table II shows the variables that were associated with the radiation effect. The histotype of serous adenocarcinoma was not associated with the radiation responsibility compared to the cluster of other histotypes. Re-clustering clear cell, mucinous and endometrioid into one group compared to serous or other types did not alter the result. However, when the radiation-sensitivity of serous type (23 cases) was compared to the cluster of clear cell, endometrioid and mucinous types (13 cases), serous type was more sensitive (P=0.033, data not shown).
Treatment break. A treatment break of ≤1 month (category I)
is an important factor associated with the positive-radiation response compared to category II (93 vs. 61%; P=0.026). The radiation response in category III (>6 months) appeared to be improved compared to category II (1-6 months) (75 vs. 61%; P=0.357), however this is not significant.
The comparison of the reported site of relapse for irradiation and the amount of BED did not show any associations in the rate of the radiation response. The patients whose disease responded to the initial chemotherapy had a higher rate of radiation responsibility compared to patients with chemotherapy non-responded disease (85 vs. 46%; P=0.007).
Discussion
The results of the present study provide strong evidence that irradiation can play an important role in curative management of locoregionally-confined recurrent or persistent ovarian cancer. The foundation of the data is the improved post-irradiation survival rate in the patients with radiation-responsive recurrent disease compared to those with non-responsive disease, and the clear association between the radiation effect with the treatment break or chemo-responsibility.
Several points should be discussed with regards to the study. First, the radiation-response criteria designated in the study was not so strict that numerous cases were categorized as the radiation-responsive group. This is due to the physicians being unfamiliar with the response criteria in the solid tumor at the time and due to various missing imaging data that did not allow for the second chance of re-evaluation. Similarly, the positive-chemotherapy response criteria in the study covered a broad range of response, including NC, resulting in a large number of responsive cases with the same reason as the radiation-responsibility criteria. The present study demonstrated that the chemo-responsibility associated well with the outcome of the chemotherapy-responded patients having a longer post-irradiation survival time than non-responded patients (Fig. 3) , and it was also well associated with the radiation-responsibility (Table II) . Similar findings were also reported in two other studies (11, 22) , showing that the platinum-sensitivity associated with the prognostic benefit in locoregionally-recurrent ovarian cancer. In the present study, 93% of the patients received platinum-containing chemotherapy, indicating that chemo-sensitivity in the study could be translated into platinum-sensitivity.
With respect to the chemo-or radiation-sensitivity, the second important issue was the histological type-associated radiation responsibility. The data from the present study and two other studies (11, 23) that contained a large number of serous carcinoma, showed an apparent prognostic or symptomatic benefit from irradiation. However, Swenerton et al (9) Table II. Association of the clinicopathological variables to the radiation responsibility. reported that the use of adjuvant radiation following chemotherapy in microscopic disease showed an incremental survival benefit for the non-serous carcinoma, including clear cell, endometrioid and mucinous adenocarcinomas, and not for the serous type (9, 10) . In the present study, the irradiation was used for recurrent, macroscopic and locoregional diseases, and radiation was used as field-involved irradiation with a median dose of 48 Gy. However, Swenerton et al (9) used radiation for minimal, and usually disseminated, residual disease as adjuvant whole abdominal irradiation, with 23-28 Gy. As the present data contained a large number of unclassified or unclear histotypes, the study is not adequate in showing the histotype-specific radiation-sensitivity, however, the aforementioned inequality of the targeting tumor, as well as the total dose, makes it hard to conclude the histotype-specific radiation sensitivity. Finally, the treatment break associated with the radiation-response should be noted. The present data showed that irradiation after ≤1 month break (category I) was well associated with the radiation-response compared to 1-6 months (category II), despite the lack of a survival benefit. In category I, when the tumor cells were not intrinsically resistant and therefore the tumor responded to primary chemotherapy, the preceding chemotherapy could have the potential to augment the effects of radiation, similar to the case of concurrent chemoradiation with cisplatin in cervical cancer (14) . A similar effect was also noted when the radiation was used sequentially following paclitaxel plus carboplatin (15) . In the study, sequential radiation was initiated 2-3 weeks after the completion of the last chemotherapy cycle, but the interval was allowed to be extended and this is exactly the same as category I in the present study. The present study demonstrated a poorer locoregional control when irradiation was delayed to 1-6 months after the completion of chemotherapy, but the response appeared to be recovered slightly when the time break was extended to >6 months. This could be attributable to the possible acquired cross-resistance to chemotherapy and radiation therapy for the patients with a treatment break of 1-6 months, which is consistent with the treatment-free interval of absolute platinum resistant in the GOG criteria.
The present study has several limitations, including a comprising heterogeneous study population, lack of toxicity data and tumor size. However, the study suggests that irradiation could yield a survival benefit when the treatment is applied to chemosensitive, locoregionally-recurrent ovarian cancer and when the treatment is initiated ≤1 month after the preceding chemotherapy.
